Introductory Diversity Audits
Results from some initial diversity audits at the Egan Library, following a professional
development course on the topic. Suggestions for developing and conducting your own diversity
audit, which is an activity which can be entirely done from home!

David Cox II
Technical Services Librarian
UAS Egan Library

What is a Diversity Audit?
“In a nutshell: A collection diversity audit is kind of like doing an inventory and
using the data that you get to determine how diverse your library collections are.
The goal is to get some baseline data to help those who need to know what the
collection looks like and what collection development librarians can do differently
to curate the most diverse and inclusive collections possible.”
-Karen Jensen, Teen Librarian Toolbox,
https://www.teenlibrariantoolbox.com/2020/10/in-my-mailbox-questions-i-get-about
-collection-diversity-audits/
●

Most easily applied to fiction collections, valuable across all library types

Professional Development
●

●
●

●

I learned about Diversity Audits as part of professional development. They are
the main output of the “Equity in Action: Building Diverse Collections” course
from Library Journal and School Library Journal.
This poster session shares a bit of what diversity audits are, how to conduct
one, and some of my takeaways.
As content creators say, “not a sponsor!” This was a paid professional
development course. If you are interested in taking it after this poster session,
I have links at the end for the sessions coming up later this spring and this
fall. Also feel free to reach out to me with any questions.
Concerns about equity in our libraries and institutions aren’t going away
anytime soon - become a part of addressing these issues!

Why do a diversity audit?
“A well-balanced collection does not require a one-to-one equivalence for each
viewpoint but should strive for equity in content and ideas that takes both
structural inequalities and the availability of timely, accurate materials into account.
A diverse collection should contain a variety of works chosen pursuant to the
library’s selection policy and subject to periodic review.” (emphasis mine)
-ALA, Diverse Collections: An Interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights,
http://www.ala.org/advocacy/intfreedom/librarybill/interpretations/diversecollections
●
●

As librarians we frequently review our collections for things to remove, and we
are constantly adding new materials, but a diversity audit provides a way to
analyze the existing collection as it is on the shelf
Adding new materials doesn’t shift the proportions of our collections as much
as we might think - buying new with equity in mind only goes so far

UAS Context - Mission
New Mission (recently approved): "The University of Alaska Southeast is a
student-centered university that provides instruction in liberal arts, professional,
and technical fields. On the homelands of the Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian
peoples, we serve the coastal environments, cultures, economies, and
communities of Alaska, through interdisciplinary education, workforce
development, and scholarship, research, and creative activity."
https://www.uas.alaska.edu/chancellor/mission.html
●
●
●

Student-centered focus
Serve all Alaska (replaces former Southeast focus)
Liberal arts, interdisciplinary education well served by diverse collections

UAS Context - Indigenous Knowledge
UAS land acknowledgment: “All of our campuses, in Juneau, Ketchikan, and Sitka,
reside in Tlingit territory. Specifically, our Auke Lake Campus in Juneau is located
on the land of the Aak’w Kwaan people. I ask you to join me in acknowledging the
Aak'w Kwaan and greater Tlingit community, their elders both past and present, as
well as future generations.”
●

Egan Library houses the Cyril George
Indigenous Knowledge Collection, including
a growing literature section representing the
Indigenous Voice
Cyril George Indigenous Knowledge
Collection, photo by David Cox

UAS Context: Power & Privilege
“The… Annual UAS Power & Privilege
Symposium is a conference-style event
designed to give members of the UAS &
Southeast Alaska communities an opportunity
to explore dynamic and pressing societal
changes through difficult, thoughtful, and
honest conversations about the complex and
increasingly diverse society in which we live.”
https://www.uas.alaska.edu/power-and-privile
ge/index.html
●

Keynotes and main gathering in the
Egan Library

2020 Power & Privilege
Display, photo by Mary Glaves

Queer Studies additions featured shelf,
photo by Jessie Morgan

UAS Context - Queer Studies
Egan Library has in recent years done an
in-depth review of a small section in
non-fiction, the section around HQ75 on all
things LGBTQIA+.
●
●
●
●
●

Some weeding
Some new call numbers to match
newer call number ranges
Some new purchases
Ongoing collection development
Framework: Adler, M. (2017). Cruising
the Library : Perversities in the
Organization of Knowledge. Fordham
University Press.

Planning the Audit - section selection
Because this is an involved, time-intensive process, the whole collection is too
much to tackle at once. Smaller pieces, such as Children’s, YA, Poetry, Graphic
Novels, or Fiction is a better plan.
●
●
●

Egan Library uses Library of Congress classification, and lack a
straightforward “adult fiction” section.
LC has “individual authors” call numbers that are alphabetized collections of
works both by and about authors, and which are bound in time periods.
Includes short stories, plays, poetry, fiction, etc.
Initial audit: selected PS3600-PS3626, American authors starting from
2001-present. We don’t purposefully purchase much in this area, relying on
our consortium and Alaska Digital Library. I was expecting a combination of
donated titles, Alaskana, and randomly recommended/purchased titles.

Planning the Audit - metrics
Every library serves its own unique community, and has its own mission and its
own collection development policies. Diversity audits were envisioned to be
localized, with libraries selecting their own metrics to compare their collections to.
Collections should both reflect the local community and provide a lens to the
world. Some sources to get started:
●
●
●

Local census numbers (reflect your community’s demographics)
US demographics (reflect the diversity of the country, maybe especially useful
in a relatively homogenous community)
Other local data. I used the most recent UAS Factsheet numbers at
https://www.uas.alaska.edu/ie/docs/FY19%20UAS%20Facts%20and%20Figu
res%20Final.pdf

Planning the Audit - goals
With local metrics in mind, goals are set. The UAS
targets are to the right. The demographics followed the
student enrollment info from the link on the last slide,
and are then compared to the author. Though the stats
showed 65/35 women, it was assumed that the
collection would skew towards male authors so 50/50
felt like a baseline. Goals for mixed-race authors,
LGBTQIA authors, and disabled authors were set.
●

●

Generally diversity audits review both the author
and the content, allowing for additional metrics like
“Own Voices.”
Religion or Ethnicity are other considerations.

Conducting the Audit
With metrics in mind for what to review, and goals set in advance, pull a report of
all titles in the selected section! Turn this into a spreadsheet with rows for stats.
●
●

Worked well for UAS, matches together titles in the circulating collection,
along with the Cyril George Collection, New Books, checked out, etc.
Go through each title, reviewing the author (and contents if so desired)
○
○

●

Some sources used include Goodreads (not logged in!), Wikipedia (metadata at the bottom
can be a good quick source of info), author websites, awards won, and interviews
For some authors I also checked the catalog, some authors having nonfiction in other parts of
the collection, or having titles in the juvenile collection as well

The process lends itself most directly to fiction; I included fields for if a book
was about an author (due to LC putting those books here) and for genres
other than fiction (poetry, drama, memoir, nonfiction). Because of these books
I did not review the contents of the stories, and found it hard to consider “own
voices.”

First Audit Results
●
●

●

●
●

Close on a number of
metrics
Success for the ones
we’ve been focused on Native, LGBTQIA
Disability is hard to
assess, especially when
not evaluating content
Definitely see some gaps
Small sample, all raw
numbers fairly small
n=170 titles

Thoughts on the first audit
●

For recent authors, we have very many with only a single title and with no
books of criticism
○

●

●
●
●

For many of these, the one book we have is a debut title, and books of criticism do not yet
exist, giving insight into future collection development opportunities

It was the right call in Library of Congress to account for genre: 62 books of
poetry, 7 non-fiction, 5 works of drama, and 11 collections of short stories, so
roughly half novels and half other genres
Trends in our collection for nature writing (related to our coursework), poetry
(same), and Alaskana; can make purchases to round out these focuses
Assumption was totally wrong on male/female writer ratio
Targeting areas works, and by adding diverse authors our student body can
more easily see themselves - and others - in the collection

Second Audit - Results So Far
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Targeted LC range PS3551-3576, American Authors 1960-2000
Did not check how many titles would be in the second audit - around 1500, so
it is taking considerably more time
Using same metrics, getting very different results (see next slide)
Far more authors with more than one book in the collection, far more books of
criticism and analysis
Finding authors where we have the start of a collection of their works, but are
missing more recent works which are sometimes their most acclaimed
Finding authors where there is now a collected volume of their work available
Generating far more collection development ideas than our budget or users
can likely handle - have identified many to purchase and to weed

Second Audit - Stats So Far
I have a theory about our collection which this review has supported. Our new
larger location opened in 1990, and we must have made a large number of
general materials purchases to fill it up, giving us a 1980’s core to the collection.
Some thoughts on the stats so far:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Over 500 titles (out of over 1,500), so about ⅓ through
70/30 split of male to female authors (closer to assumptions)
Way over metric for Black authors, and over for LGBTQIA authors
Way under on other stats - especially actionable for Native authors, shows a
need to grow the literature materials in the Cyril George Collection
Still close to 45% in poetry, short stories, drama, and nonfiction
Also over 100 books about the individual authors so far, fairly uneven (some
authors with a ton, many others with none)

Thoughts moving forward...
Like ongoing weeding and acquisitions cycles, part of the idea of diversity audits is that they can become an ongoing
part of your overall collection development workflow. Some of our thoughts for next steps after the second audit:
●

●

●
●

●

A diversity audit of our Juvenile collection(s), possibly including a contents review. We have a general and
Alaskana Juvenile collection, and they are shelved via Dewey and are just by author name, allowing for a more
“standard” diversity audit. Could review separately or together.
World literature. Our curriculum is moving in this direction, but I am still trying to decide how to analyze this.
Likely will be looking at literatures from around the world all together, which will involve identifying a large
variety of call numbers to review at once.
Graphic novels. We have most of these cataloged together in a tight call number range that would lend
themselves to easier review.
Repeating these audits with ebooks included. We have a number of ebook collections which likely include
some fiction and quite a bit of criticism, and especially if we include Alaska Digital Library (which might be
challenging). It would be interesting to look at our whole offerings, and not just our physical holdings.
Including others in the review! The data gathering is fairly objective and time intensive, so training up folks like
our evening and weekend reference librarians (if interested in this work) would allow for speedier or more
reviews - and let them do more collection development reviews than just for weeding.

Collection Development Implications
Beyond the direct findings about the diversity of the collection versus your target metrics,
doing the reviews of the authors and looking at their works, and the review of the
collection as a whole, has turned up a number of other elements to consider, including:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Finding authors where you have some books but not their classics or recent titles
Finding authors where you just have one random book by them
Finding series where you have incomplete holdings
Especially in LC sorting, finding authors where you have many books but no
criticism (or more rarely, the opposite)
Finding anthologies an author is published in, or finding collections of an individual
author’s work, that you don’t have in your collection
Finding errors! I’ve found bad call numbers, Canadian or British authors who should
have a different call number, and more

Programming and Public Services Implications
Do your patrons see you recommending diverse book throughout the year - or just
for a special theme month?
Do you use diverse books for…
●
●
●
●
●
●

Displays
Reading time
Staff Picks (are you reading
diverse books?)
Film nights
Author visits
etc.

The recent Black
History Month display
at the Egan Library.
Photo credit: Mary
Glaves

Further Resources
●
●
●

●
●
●

Equity in Action: Building Diverse Collections 2021 courses
https://www.libraryjournal.com/?event=building-diverse-collections-may-2021
https://www.libraryjournal.com/?event=building-diverse-collections-oct-2021
ALA on Diverse Collections
http://www.ala.org/advocacy/intfreedom/librarybill/interpretations/diversecollections
Teen Librarian Toolbox on Diversity Audits (by their main architect, Karen Jensen)
https://www.teenlibrariantoolbox.com/2020/10/in-my-mailbox-questions-i-get-about-collection-diversit
y-audits/
Adler, M. (2017). Cruising the library : perversities in the organization of knowledge. Fordham
University Press. (Great book on the problematic history of a subset of cataloging)
Mortensen, A. (2019, May 1). Measuring Diversity in the Collection: A collection diversity audit is a
crucial tool for libraries to assess their offerings. Starting small makes it manageable. Library
Journal, 144(4), 28-30.
Stevens, A., & Frick, K. (2018). Defending Intellectual Freedom: LGBTQ+ Materials in Public and
School Libraries. Young Adult Library Services, 17(1), 35–39.

